
Friends of Maria Petrás'   

Songs form sunrise to sunset, authentic and modern Csango music 
from Moldva 
 
"Csango songs, the heritage of our ancestors, guide us on the sincere path in the 
name of belief and love. We proudly acknowledge that this Eastern-rooted 
culture vindicated us among the Hungarians for over a thousand years." (Maria 
Petras) 
 
Mária Petrás - singer  

Prima Primissima, Hungarian Heritage 
laureate, Member of the Hungarian 
Academy of Art, folk singer and 
ceramist. She was born in the village of 
Dioszen, Moldva, where she was 
surrounded by authentic Hungarian 
Csango songs from the very beginning of her life. After she moved to Hungary, 
she graduated as a ceramist from the University of Applied Art in Budapest. She 
is a world-wide recognized artist, not just as a folk singer, but as a ceramist as 
well. She has shared the songs of her village in Hungary, Transylvania, Moldva, 
and abroad with unwavering faith. She sings as a soloist or in collaboration with 
her daughter, Alina, accompanied by outstanding folk bands, such as Muzsikas 
and Szigony zenekar.  

 
Robert Szigony Kerényi - furulya, kaval, tilinka  

Robert played a significant role in making gyimesi 
and moldvai Csango music and dances accessible 
and popular in Hungary. From 1988, for 20 years, he 
regularly visited Csango villages in order to learn 
and collect their music and dances. His peers from 
whom he learned include Viktor Timar, Dezso Fintu, 
Janos Zerkula, Andras Hodorog, Andras Legedi, 
Istvan Legedi, and Bogdan Toader. His collection of 



archives can be found in the databases of both the Hungarian Academy of 
Science within the Department of Music, and the House of Tradition. Over the 
years, he founded several bands (Tatros Egyuttes, Avar Horda, and Szigony 
zenekar), and collaborated with outstanding singers (Agi Szaloki,  Gabriella  
Tinter, Maria Petras), musicians (Mihaly Dersch, Balazs Vizeli) and folk bands 
(Teka Egyuttes, Somos Egyuttes, Tazlo). He also actively participates in a 
mission of passing down the treasure of Csango music and dances by annually 
organizing folklore camps, such as the Szarvasi, Gyimesi, and Sarospatakai 
Serketanc camps. 
 
László Nyíri  - violin 

He is a fabulous Csango folk violinist and has 
played with remarkable folk bands such as 
Tatros, Somos, Szigony zenekar, and the 
Vasmalom band. He learned from noteworthy 
mentors such as Janos Zerkula, Mihaly 
Halmagyi, Toader Bogdan, and Aurel Mandache. 
 
 
 
 
 
Félix Ágoston Benke - drum, jaw harp, 
tilinka, ciceles (leaf whistle) 

He is a marvelous percussionist from 
Somoska, Moldva, who has already visited 
the United States this year with Andras 
Hodorog's band.  He has played in Zurgo 
and Fanfara Complexa, as well as with 
Szigony, Tazlo, and Zuboly zenekar and 
with well-known musicians like Felix Lajko. 
 
  



László Szlama - koboz  

Laszlo is a highly acclaimed koboz player and winner 
of the Junior Prima Prize. He is a Professor at Ferenc 
Liszt Music Academy within the Faculty  of Folk 
Music. He plays in Szigony zenekar, Szlama band, 
Pasztor Hora, and Bordosarkany. He regularly 
performs with Erika Miklosa and Dresch Mihaly. 
 
 
 
 
Pável Benke and his wife Paulina Benke  

Csango dancers and experts of Csango culinary 
They are a couple from Somoska, Moldva. Preserving and passing down the 
heritage of their village is dear to their hearts.  They put in an incredible effort to 
teach Csango songs and dances to the next generation, not just in Somoska, but 
in folk camps and folk festivals in Hungary and abroad. 
 
 


